
Judiciary Committee, 
 
This email is a no vote for this anti American, anti Oregonian, and anti 2nd Amendment measure! 
 
Why are you attacking the legal rights of gun owners in Oregon? Why are you so anti American? Who 
paying you to push the anti 2nd Amendment agenda? Soros? Bloomberg and his stooges like moms 
demand action or everytown asshats who hate legal Americans "rights" to guns? 
 
Why aren't you fixing real issues that concern Oregon? Like PERS which is a bankrupt failure? Like DHS 
and the children deaths in foster care? These democrats in charge in Oregon to me show nothing but 
corruption and contempt for working Oregonians who obey the laws! Why is the governor's nickname 
"Corrupt Kate?, I know the answer to this but why do you democrats constantly ignore this? 
 
Why do you have to declare "emergency" when reality is you want to keep the will of the people out of 
what you criminals are doing! Yes you are criminals. You are doing anti American and anti Oregonian 
regulation making and law making when you are going against the will of the people. You have become 
the tyranny that the 2nd Amendment was written for! Your attack on my rights to bear arms and keep my 
family safe truly disgusts me. Your attacks on my safety with what you want in this measure is truly anti 
Oregonian , anti the Oregon Constitution  and anti the American Constitution! 
 
Also you are attacking my rights as a CHL license rights to carry and protect myself and my family. I have 
had multiple background checks just to have the right to be concealed. How many of you have ever had a 
background check whether you have owned a gun or not? Representatives and Senators should have 
background checks and drug tests for the crazy shit regulations, taxations and anti American taxations 
and anti rights legislations you constantly propose! You are the tyranny our founder's warned us about! 
You are the tyranny I am fighting against. My representative McLain and senator riley are anti American, 
anti constitution and anti Oregonian citizen's rights! They disgust me as representatives since they love 
and want rights of illegals over citizens to drive and vote (more corruption by democrats), want the rights 
of legal citizens to have and be able to have our 2nd Amendment rights. 
 
Vote NO on SB 978! 
 
Vote NO on SB 978! 
 
Vote NO on SB 978! 
 
I want Oregon back not this political correctness crap! I want fiscal responsibility back not this tax tax and 
spend crap the socialist justice party is pushing on Oregonians. I want my gun rights and my GOD given 
2nd Amendment "rights" protected. 
 
Thank you for making this part of the documentation. I am an American who stands for the US 
Constitution and not this bullshit legislation that is proposed! 
 
Thank you. GOD bless America! GOD bless Oregon!  Time to make Oregon great Again, I am fed up with 
this anti American crap you democrats keep proposing. Move to Venezuela if you like that crap so much 
and leave America alone!  
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